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Although most of the *5 million fungi in the natural

world do not cause human infection, medical progress

and anthropogenic factors over the last century have

resulted in significant human populations developing

susceptibility to fungally driven diseases [1]. Given

the airborne dispersal of conidia within the fungal life

cycle, the respiratory tract is a primary site of exposure

[2]. Consequentially, we have observed a continued

global increase in the burden of respiratory mycoses

over the last century that advocates recognition,

education, and investment [3].

Despite some recognition, the overall global preva-

lence of respiratory mycoses is unclear. The co-

evolution of fungal pathogenicity with the develop-

ment of cognate innate pattern-recognition receptors,

such as the Toll-like receptors and C-type lectins, and

fungal-specific adaptive immune responses, has

resulted in increased complexity in the presentation

of respiratory mycoses. These presentations range

from sensitization through to invasive disseminated

infection, across a myriad of populations and suscep-

tibility states [4]. Alongside the recognition of fungal

infection post-influenza, the COVID-19 pandemic has

clearly highlighted the increasing burden and rele-

vance of fungal infection across the spectrum of severe

viral infection including Influenza-associated pul-

monary aspergillosis, COVID-19-associated pul-

monary aspergillosis (CAPA) and COVID-19-

associated mucormycosis [5, 6]. The impact of fungal

sensitization on driving exacerbations in chronic lung

disease has only recently been realized, whilst the

prevalence of chronic pulmonary aspergillosis in high

and low tuberculosis prevalence settings remains

under-reported due to misdiagnosis [3, 7–12]. Despite

advances in antifungal therapy, mortality and morbid-

ity from acute and chronic respiratory mycoses

including endemic mycoses such as Talaromycosis

remain unacceptably high [13, 14].
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Compared to bacterial, viral, and parasitic research,

funding for research into fungal disease and in

particular respiratory mycoses remains low which

translates into knowledge gaps, delays to research

progress and therapeutic innovation [15]. To address

this, we must recognize respiratory mycoses as an

important clinical issue, educate physicians and the

public and ensure healthcare systems are designed to

optimize their detection and offer treatment. In this

special issue, focused on respiratory mycoses, we

outline the current knowledge base in this evolving

field and present novel state-of-the-art future direc-

tions for clinical care and research aiming to improve

outcomes in this neglected field.

The diagnosis of fungal infection in most areas

around the world remains based on traditional culture,

techniques dependant on operator expertise with poor

yield and slow turn-around times resulting in delayed

diagnosis, late implementation of appropriate therapy

and increased mortality. The global implementation of

rapid molecular diagnostics for tuberculosis as a direct

result of focused coordinated research investment

highlights such potential for the future advancement of

fungal diagnostics [16]. The parallels with tuberculo-

sis also extend to the global emergence of azole

resistant Aspergillus fumigatus [17]. Clinical fungal

disease, however, should be differentiated from the

established resident respiratory mycobiome, where the

detection and presence of fungal species do not

necessarily indicate infection or related pathology

[18]. In this issue, we detail how advances in

mycobiome sequencing technologies and their corre-

sponding bioinformatics pipelines have developed,

alongside the recognition of Immunoglobulin E (IgE)

sensitization to thermotolerant fungi in the context of

acute and chronic respiratory mycoses, and present

novel insight into endo-phenotyping approaches to

stratify therapy [19–23] (Rhodes et al. Fungal

genomics in respiratory medicine: How, what and

when? MYCO-D-21-00072R1). To date, next-gener-

ation molecular mycobiome sequencing and wider

fungal IgE sensitization testing remains a research tool

and funding well-designed prospective longitudinal

studies assessing impact and value in clinical settings

combined with the development of low-cost rapid

technology for deployment at scale, particularly in

low- and middle-income countries where fungal

burden is high, will be necessary to move the field

forward.

In addition to rapid molecular resistance analysis to

enable appropriate therapy, an optimisation of current

antimicrobial fungal therapy through implementation

of stewardship programmes is key in the fight against

antimicrobial resistance [24]. The burden of antifungal

resistance is markedly higher in those with chronic

respiratory mycoses, yet in this issue we show that

implementation of antifungal stewardship is widely

neglected [25]. As an undoubted reservoir of antifun-

gal resistance evolution, greater attention from the

infectious disease and respiratory communities that

oversee such initiatives is necessary as are investment

from major funding bodies to drive implementation

science in this setting.

The diagnosis of respiratory mycoses is often

highly dependent on the integration of clinical and

radiological features in combination with serological

andmicrobiological results, with clinical expertise and

experience dictating diagnostic certainty. However,

the last few years have seen the rapid emergence of

machine learning tools to reduce such diagnostic

uncertainty and provide prognostic guidance [26]. Big

data approaches are, however, dependent on the

development of well curated, pseudo-anonymised

electronic health record and imaging datasets avail-

able for the research community through international

networks and collaboration [27]. Within the field of

respiratory mycoses, this presents an opportunity for

recently developed clinical research collaborations

including CPA-net (chronic pulmonary aspergillosis

research network) and EMBARC (The European

bronchiectasis network) among others [28–30].

Like other infectious pathogens, an increased

burden of respiratory mycoses exists in low- and

middle-income countries [31]. The reasons are often

complex and relate to the higher prevalence of

immunocompromised states in the setting of untreated

HIV for example, increased tuberculosis, and high

rates of chronic lung disease related to smoking,

occupational lung disease, biofuel exposure and air

pollution. In addition, climate change contributes to

the increasing prevalence of warm humid environ-

ments, ideal for fungal propagation and exposure to

zoonotic reservoirs of infection further increase

prevalence [32]. In this issue, we highlight recent

advances of endemic myoses such as Cryptococcosis,

Histoplasmosis and Talaromycosis, including the

inaugural Mycopathologia PROFILE article address-

ing Cryptococcus [14, 33, 34] (also Gomez et al.
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Pulmonary Histoplasmosis, MYCO-D-21-00075).

Although significant breakthroughs have been made

in this latter field, therapies for endemic mycoses

continue to remain hampered by the lack of accessible

molecular diagnostics, and the absence of a solid

evidence base for treatment efficacy.

Despite inherent challenges, optimism remains

strong in the current pipeline of antifungal therapeu-

tics, with several compounds in late phase clinical

trials that have been reviewed in this issue [35]. Phase

3 clinical trials often focus on specific populations of

carefully selected invasive fungal disease, which

represents only a proportion of the respiratory

mycoses burden globally. As discussed in this issue

(Armstrong-James et al. Future directions for clinical

respiratory fungal research, MYCO-D-21-00055), a

challenge for the respiratory mycoses and pharma-

ceutical communities are to ensure that novel antifun-

gal compounds are trialled across the disease spectrum

and by need, alongside continuing trials of existing

antifungals in disease areas currently outside their

licensing indications. The COVID-19 pandemic has

highlighted the impact of well-designed, adaptive

clinical trial platforms within infectious disease and

provides a template for the fungal community moving

forward.

An improved understanding of chronic lung disease

immunopathogenesis has excitingly started to trans-

late to novel therapeutic approaches as seen with small

molecule therapies in Cystic Fibrosis (e.g. Elexa-

caftor–Tezacaftor–Ivacaftor), novel immune pathway

targeted therapies such as anti-IL-5 (e.g. benral-

izumab) in asthma or COPD and neutrophil elastase

inhibitors (e.g. brensocatib) in bronchiectasis [36–39].

As detailed in this issue, such novel therapeutics will

invariably influence the host immune response to

fungi [40, 41]. As such, it is critical for clinicians and

the pharmaceutical industry to ensure that prospective

clinical trials and post-licensing registry studies cap-

ture such impact on fungal disease to adequately

inform safe therapeutic decision making.

In summary, as editors of this special issue on

Respiratory Mycoses, we aim to bring focus and

recognition to this rising epidemic of disease burden

and, hope to spotlight the emerging science and

highlight critical knowledge and translational gaps to

encourage the fungal community and funding agen-

cies to invest time, effort and resources in shaping the

clinical, pharmaceutical, and governmental policies in

tackling this relatively neglected area of medicine.
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